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INTRODUCTION 

The use of land mobile radios has been increasing very rapidly_ In the mobile communication 

field. demand for larger capacity communication systems with greater spectral efficiency is increasing 

more and more. The microcellular system is one of the most promising candidates for this 

applicalion~ Ill. In order to realize a microcel1ular system, research of the radio propagation 

characteristics is a matter of great urgency. In this paper , the use of geometrical techniques lor 

predicting propagation characteristics is described. 

Calculations were made using a direct ray and a combination of earth-reflected rays, specu lar 

building-reflected rays and building-diffracted rays. Then. to investigate the accuracy of the calculation, 

predictions were compared with measured values. 

THEORETICA" I;ST I MATIOtj 

The propagalion characteristics are determined by interference among the rays to be received 

at the receiving antenna. In order to determine the propagation path a geometrical ray model which 

includes the direct ray, specularly reflected rays and diffracted rays is appropriate . These rays are 

obtained from a building data-base. The rays. wh ich are used in this calculation model, are classified as 

follows. 

, . Direct ray 

2. Reflected rays 

3. Double reflected rays 

4 . Diffracted rays 

5 . Double Diffracted rays 

6. Diffracted and reflected rays 

The direct ray is calculated from the theorelical free space propagation. Then the field streng th 

E at the receiving dipole antenna is same as theoretical free space field strength Eo. 

Reflected rays are calculated from a basic ray model called the plane earth model including some 

specularly building-reflected rays and earth- reflected rays. This is expanded as follows to calculate the 

field st rength E. 

E," L E,ld,ld) R e'pl· j8) (1 ) 

i n which do is the palh length 01 the direct ray, d is the path length of the earth-reflected or 

building-reflected rays, R is the reflection coefficient of the road or buildings, and 8 is the phase 

difference with respect to the direct ray. 

Propagation characteristics are also alfected by diffracted and scattered rays. In order to 

calculate diffracted rays, this model uses the geometrical theory of diffraction(GTD)PI. For irregular 

reflections at the wedge, GTD offers several advantages to convenlional knife edge diffraction. The 

field strength of diffracted rays associated with GTD can be expressed as follows: 
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E.,= ~ E , .5-1-,s;;;(-;::s~':-~;:-s') exp(-jkS) (2) 

in which E' is the electric field incident at the wedge, 0 is the dyadic wedge diffraclion coefficient. and 

s' and s are the distance along the incident ray and diffracted ray. When (i ;' and fi 0 are the angles 

respectively between the incident ray and the tangent to the wedge and that between the diffracted 

ray and the tangent to the wedge, these are equal in GTD. then unit vectors Po and Po tie in the plane 

defined by the wedge and the incident ray and thaI defined by diffracted ray . respectively. And, when 

;' and" are the angles respectively between the incident ray and one side plane of the wedge and 

that between the diffracted ray and same side plane as ¢ ', then unit vectors if.. and j, ~e in the plane 

perpendicular to the tangent to the wedge Thus the dyadic wedge diffraction 0 is described as 

follows; 
-

0:: /Jo /J005' ~'; Dh (3) 

in which O. is refe rred to as the soft scalar dif'raction coefficient obtained when the soft boundary 

condition is used , and Oh is referred to as the hard scalar diffraction coefficient obtained when the soft 

boundary condition IS used. 

In the original form of GTO, if the diffracted ray is close to the shadow or reflection boundary , 0 
become infinite and discontinuous. This difficulty can be removed by some asymptotic solutions, for 

example the Uniform Theory of Diffraction(UTDjf'J or Uniform Asymptotic Theory of Oiffraction{UAT)~ 
and so on . In this paper, UTO method was used 

Field strength of double reflected rays E'2 . of double diffracted rays E0;2 and diffracted and of 

reflected rays Ed' are calculated by acombination of eq. (l ) and loreq. (2). 

From these field strengthS, the total field slrength is calculated as follows ; 

E::Eo+ E,+E<I+Ea+E"2+ Ed' 

The propagation loss Lis deli ned . 

L", Ptg lg , 
p, 

(4) 

(5) 

in which PI is the transmitted power, p, is the received power , and gl and g, are the gain of the 

transmitting and receiving antenna, respectively. When the receiving antenna is composed of a 

half-wave dipole antenna, Eq.{5) is expressed as follows; 

411' 2R,Pl gl 
L:(E-.t (6) 

Using Eq.(6) , propagation loss may be calculated. 

PREDICTION FIEJ'ULTS 

In order to investigate the accuracy of the calculation . predictions were compared with 

measured values. Measurements were made at 1.480 GHz in the Tokyo metropolitan area~l. The 

experiment consisted primarily of mobile measuring vehicle runs along the measured routes, with a 

fixed transmitting antenna located at the side of the road at height of 5.3 m. Measuring routes and the 

transmitting point are shown in Fig. 1. Around the measured routes and the transmitting antenna, tall 

bui ldings line both sides of the road. In Fig.1, measured route 1 is almost completely located in a 

line-ai-sight propagation environment, while the measured route 2-4 are almost completely shadowed 

by buildings. The measured routes were full of cars. 

In Fig.2, the propagation loss characteristics on measured route 1 are shown. The abscissa 

represents the distance along the measuring route and the ordinate represents the median of the 

propagation loss. The 'x' marks show the median of the measured propagation loss. The solid line IS 
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the predicted value from our prediction model. The dotted line shows the point just on side of the 

transmitting antenna. From Fig.2. the predicted line is very similar to the measured values lor almost all 

points. 

Fig.3 and Fig.4 show the comparison result on the measured route 2 and route 4, respectively. 

The 'x' marks also show the median of the measured propagation loss, and the solid line is the 

predicted value Irom our prediction model. The parts between two dolled lines are the intersection 

with the measured route 1 which is in a line-ol·sight propagation environment , other parts are in a 

shadowed environment. For both ligures, near to the intersect ion, differences between the predicted 

line and measured values can be seen. This is most probably because 01 scattering by cars on the 

measured route 1. In the left parts of the Fig.4. the predicted values became infinite. This is because in 

our prediction model the number of reflection and diffraction events is limited to 2 and none of these 

rays reach this region. In order to reduce these prediction errors the number 01 events must be 

increased. 

Fig.5 shows the predict ion errors in a I·ne·ol·sight propagation environment. The abscissa 

represents the distance from the transmilling antenna and the ordinate represents the average of the 

prediction errors on every 10m. From Fig.5, most of errors are less than ± 1 0 dB. 

Fig.S shows the prediction errors in a shadowed propagation environment. The abscissa 

represents the distance from the intersection with the measured route 1 and the ordinate represents 

the average of the prediction errors. In Fig.6, except for distances less than 100 m of measured routes 

2-4 and for distances greater than 120 m on the measured route 4, almost errors are less than ± 15 dB. 

In the parts nearer than 100 m, prediction errors are most probably due to scattering by cars on 

measured route 1. In the part farther than 120 m on the measured route 4. prediction errors are due to 

the limited numberof events. 

From Fig.5 and Fig.6, reasonable agreement is obtained in a line·ol-sight propagation 

environment and in a shadowed propagation environment except for regions closer than 100 m to on 

intersection with aline·ol·site road. 

CQNCLUS IQIIIS 

The theoretical estimation using geometrical techniques for predicting propagation 

characteristics is described. Calculations were made using a direct ray and a combination of 

earth-reflected rays, specular building-reflected rays and building·diffracted rays. 

In order to investigate the accuracy 01 the calculation, predicted values were compared with 

measured values. Then reasonable agreement is obtained in a line·ol,sight propagation environment 

and in a shadowed propagation environment except for regions closer than 100 m to on intersection 

with a line-ol·site road. 
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Fig.3 Prediction resu lts in measured route 2 
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Fig .S PrediC1ion error in line-ol-sight enVIronments 
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Fig 2 Prediction results In measured route 1 
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Flg.4 PredictIOn results in measured route 4 
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Fig.6 Prediction error in shadowed emllfonments 
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